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Have you heard who won the $437 million
Mega Millions Jackpot from January 1? It was a
GROUP of 23 New Yorkers who have been
pooling for a very long time. Isn’t that great!

Of course we love hearing this kind of news.
Here’s to one of our groups being next! We’ve
heard it numerous times, but it remains true…
”You Can’t Win if You Don’t Play.” So if you’re
playing…you’ve got a shot. Of course with a
pool, you have many more chances, as the folks
from NY can tell you.

And here’s a fun fact: In the U.K., one quarter
of the jackpot wins are won by syndicates, also
known as POOLS. How about that! We know
that as a member of PowerPick, you are well
aware that pooling increasing your chances. It’s
just hard to resist the urge to repeat it for emphasis. So there you have it.

We have had a few inquiries about the Triple
Twist game and whether we have thought about
offering it. We like to think that we are on top of
what’s new and exciting so we did look into this
game. The short answer is “No.” Keep reading
for the long answer. Here is our synopsis. The
large prizes are much, much more difficult to
win than the same prizes in Fantasy 5 or The
Pick. For instance, the odds for winning the $500
prize in TT are 12,408 to one. In Fantasy 5, that
same prize is 4,163 to one…or 3 times easier.

Another example is the $2,000 prize. In TT,
the odds of winning that are 142,825 to one, versus 30,961 in The Pick, which is nearly 5 times
easier than TT. AND, to top it off, the price of
the TT ticket is $2 instead of $1. You could buy
twice as many of The Pick and Fantasy 5 tickets
and double the benefit just noted.
And what about the jackpot? The odds of
hitting that in TT are 5,245,786 to 1, versus
7,059,052 to one in The Pick. HOWEVER, if
you spent $2 on The Pick, your odds of hitting
the jackpot would then be about 3 ½ million to
one, which is much better than 5.2 million to one
for the same dollars spent.
We will be adding more options to our
EZPooling website soon. Already you can enter
the weekly contests…for FREE. You may
choose between 3 prizes, a $20 gas card, $20
worth of Scratchers or $20 worth of play credit
into your pooling account. Soon you will be
able to order Scratcher Pools too. Stay tuned.
In the meantime, let’s SPRING into the season
with some bloomin’ winners!

How many boxes of thin mints do I
have to eat before I start seeing
results?

FREE WEEKLY
GIVEAWAY!!

On EZPooling.com, we are now GIVING
AWAY 3 PRIZES EVERY WEEK. No purchase necessary.

SCRATCHER POOLS
CONTINUE TO GET
MORE EXCITING!!

Just login at www.ezpooling.com - go to
the Home page and click on the FREE
Weekly Giveaway button. You can choose
from - $20 QT Gas Card, $20 in Scratchers,
or $20 Play Credit!! Winners are randomly
selected by computer.
It’s FREE and the odds of Winning are the
BEST in Town!!

DAILY, WEEKLY &
MONTHLY POOLS!!

On EZPooling.com, we added Weekly
and Monthly pools a couple of months ago.
We mention this because we have had
periodic calls asking about that capability.

Once you select “Available Pools” you will
be in the Daily pools. On the top of the page
you can click on Weekly or Monthly.
At

www.ezpooling.com you can:

1. Place orders
2. View your numbers
3. View your results
4. View your Account History
5. Make Deposits
6. View recent Big Winners
7.Enter our New FREE Weekly Giveaway to Win
either a $20 Gas Card, $20 in Scratchers, or $20 in
Play Credit. . . . and More is Coming!
8024 N 24th Ave #B
Phoenix, AZ 85021
Phx Metro
602-995-9200

Statewide
800-274-7529

In January we switched to the $20 “$215
Million Explosion.”

This scratcher offers over 40,000 prizes that
willl put cash in your pocket including EIGHT $2.5
million dollar prizes.

In addition, because we switched from a $30
scratcher to a $20 scratcher, the number of tickets
in each pool increased by 50% which make playing that much more exciting.! The pools grew
from 5 tickets to 8 tickets, and from 10 tickets to
15 tickets.

Then at the end of February, we increased the
number of tickets even more!! - from 8 to 9 and
from 15 to 16, while leaving the prices of $29 and
$49 the same!

What next you ask? - We just gave instructions to the firm that does our programming. They
will be adding a screen on ezpooling.com so that
you will now have another way of signing up. And,
of course, once we have that screen up and operating, who knows what other exciting additions we
can add to that! We are looking to launch the new
screen in early April.
Q&A - players often ask if they can get into
more than one pool, or if they can be on automatic
renewal. The answer is Yes & Yes!

We have several players who are on our auto
list to be included in a pool every week, and for
some it is once every other week and for others
once a month. And some get more than 1 pool.
Just let us know. We’ll take care of the rest!

